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Introduction
DNA testing is opening doors that were thought to be sealed for many with no knowledge of
their biological roots. These individuals include adoptees, foundlings, black-market babies,
donor conceived individuals and those who discovered that the men who raised them were not
their biological fathers. Although DNA is not unique in its ability to reveal the identity of
biological family, it is enhancing and speeding up the process for many and causing us to rethink how we approach our family trees and our family research.

Television shows such as Long Lost Family and Relative Race highlight the ways in which DNA
testing has helped adoptees and others to find their family. There are new stories featured in the
news everyday showing the reunion of biological family members. All of this news coverage
highlights the way in which DNA testing has drastically changed ability to find things previously
believed to be unfindable.
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Adoptee Testing
It is not always necessary for adoptees or others with recent unknown parentage to use DNA
testing to find their biological family. “Search angels” and others have helped adoptees and
parents to locate each other for years – long before the advent of DNA testing. In fact, if you are a
parent or sibling in search of a person who was relinquished for adoption, unless you and that
child both test with the same company, a traditional search is the only way you will be able to
find the person you are seeking. This is because DNA provides information about who common
ancestors are, not who descendants are.

Blaine Bettinger
(www.thegeneticgenealogist.com) has
conducted surveys of the adoptee
community to determine how successful
those looking for biological family are
when they use DNA testing to find family.
His survey found that more than twothirds of the time adoptees find
someone who is a second cousin or
closer in their match list. Adoptees often
test with multiple companies in an effort
to find the closest matches possible to
help them identify their biological
family. What this means for those of us
who are not adopted is that we are very
likely to see an adoptee or someone with
recent unknown parentage on our
match list. In fact, if you have tested with
AncestryDNA (largest database) you likely
have someone who is adopted on the
first page of you match list. As a
genealogist, or simply someone who has
tested their DNA “for fun,” it is a good
idea to determine how you will try to
handle contact and information
requests from adoptees.
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Considerations
There are usually assumptions and expectations that individuals who take a DNA test make
when they take their test. These expectations and assumptions can result in difficult situations
that must be dealt with. Understanding and knowing our biological heritage is a fundamental
part of who we are and knowledge everyone should be able to obtain if they desire that.
•

•

•

•

•
•

Many assume that people take a DNA test because they want to connect with family, or
that they are interested in genealogical research. Due to the advertising for DNA testing,
most don’t even know about matching, and have tested for the “pie chart.”
Adoptees often assume that DNA matches will be scared away by the word “adoption.”
Honesty is the best policy. If DNA matches feel “tricked” into communicating, then it can
be difficult to explain the situation later.
Don’t assume that not hearing from a match is rejection, or that the other person isn’t
interested in communicating. While it’s important to not be overly zealous with contact,
there are reasons that there may not be a response. Often DNA tests and genealogy are
not high priorities for those that are our matches – again, they took the test for a “pie
chart.”
Sometimes the assumption is made that there is a right to a relationship between
individuals who are closely related. While everyone does have a right to know where they
come from, that does not mean that there is a right to a relationship.
Respect and time are critical for both those that are searching for their biological family
and those that are matched to close family members through DNA testing.
There are many who test never expecting to discover that they are not who they thought
they were (result of an affair, switched at birth, etc.) It is critical that anyone who finds
themselves in this situation be given time to determine how they want to proceed.
Genealogists should always make others aware of this possibility when asking them to
take a DNA test.

The journey and decision to search for biological family is often a complicated and difficult one.
When adoptees reach out to matches, they are often rebuffed by their matches. Although
protecting privacy of birth family is important, it is also important for adoptees to know
something of their biological history. In the 100s of situations I have worked with, there has never
been an adoptee who has searched due to reasons of financial or personal gain. They simply
want to know their history, which is something that we should all be able to relate to.
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How to Help Adoptees
Note that the decision to help adoptees or others seeking their biological parentage is a personal
one, and that no one should be expected to provide information to another person that they
might be uncomfortable with.
1. Direct the adoptee (or person with unknown parentage) to online groups that specialize
and have experience in recent unknown parentage if you do not feel comfortable helping
them yourself.
a. DNA Detectives (https://www.facebook.com/groups/DNADetectives/)
b. DNA Adoption (http://www.dnaadoption.com/)
c. Ancestry ProGenealogists ($$ - https://www.progenealogists.com/)
2. Ask the adoptee if they have any non-identifying information, or any information about
the circumstances of their birth. Review the information in the non-ID (or birth story) and
help the adoptee create a private and un-searchable family tree on Ancestry with the
adoptee as the home person and “unknown father” and “unknown mother” for parents.
3. Identify “close” matches at all testing services. Close matches are those that are 3rd
cousins or closer and who share 100 cM or more DNA. If the adoptee has first cousin
matches or closer, the next step is likely not necessary.
4. Find or identify 5 generations of ancestors for “close matches.” Family trees or pedigree
information is often included with the profile of the match. If this information is not
included contact the match and/or use social media and Google to identify the match
and build their family tree for them.
5. Review the family trees that have been created and use shared and in common with
match tools at the testing company to determine if common ancestral lines can be
identified for a two or more DNA matches.
6. If common ancestral couples can be identified, build a “relationship hypothesis” that
accounts for the amount of shared DNA between the adoptee and their DNA matches
who have the same share common ancestral couple.
7. Identify descendants of the common ancestral couple looking for those who fit the nonID and/or who married into families that are shared by other DNA matches. If non-ID is
not available, or there are no obvious candidates to be the birth parent, additional
testing will need to be done to narrow possibilities further. Beware! If the hypothesized
biological parents do not account for close cousins, then another hypothesis may need
to be reviewed. Close cousins should fit in the family tree of the adoptee.
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